Announcements

• Final project proposal feedback is out (did you get the memo?)

• Create your own github repo and give me (swehrwein) access.

• Want to do a final project showcase during our final exam timeslot?
Grad Presentations

• Next week - presenters should have gotten a Canvas announcement last night.

• Schedule on the website: 5 classes, MTWFM.

• To encourage attendance: 5 points of "Written Homework" credit for submitting a few-sentence summary of each presentation.

  • Scored out of 20, so you can miss 1 class without penalty.
Announcements

• Class tomorrow: lab in CF 420
  lab code due by Friday evening at 5pm.

• Class Friday: canceled.
Hey Scott, turn off the projector now
Hermite Splines: Demo

https://www.desmos.com/calculator/5knm5tkr8m